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Red Machine FC  2
Westcountry Wanderers 0

The Red Machine took a massive step to 
winning the League Supreme premiership 
for a second time and pushed Westcountry 
Wanderers closer to a return to division one.

The home side dominated the possession 
and created numerous chances as the 
gulf between Premiership contenders and 
relegation battlers was evident.

It took the home side 27 minutes to open the 
scoring. Geoffrey Finch heading in a Chad 
Holmshaw cross. However, it was not until 10 
minutes from time when the Machine made 
sure of all three points. Benny Great grabbing 
his 3rd of the season. With DUAO losing Red 
Machine have one hand on the title and the 
other on the self-destruct button.

Possession: 55 - 45 (67-33) 
Chances: 5 - 1 (2-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Sergio Di Cintio  Stan Sharrock 

Machine edge 
closer to the title

Benny Great
Gets His Willy
Out In A Mass
Huddle At The 

Cauldron

More Premiership News Inside . . . 

theleaguesupreme
Is It A Drogba?

Is It A Ja Ja Binks?
No.

Its John Merrick

Rowley
McCafferty
Grabs The 

Winner For
Town

DUAO’s defeat has put Red Machine with one hand on the title 
but defeats for newly promoted Wellington and Westcountry 
Wanderers puts them both 5 points adrift 
at the bottom. Is the gap between the 
Premiership and Division One widening?

Benny Great is swamped by Red Machine teammates after 
his second goal against Westcountry Wanderers.

One more win this week for Red Machine could see the title heading to The Cauldron. Town back in the race!
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 Diddy’nt Do Well
Wellington Wanderers 0 
Egloshayle Park FC 2

Egloshayle have now won their last four in the 
league and, after a disappointing start have 
climbed to third beating Wellington Wanderers 
2-0 and pushing them closer to a return to 
Division One.

The home side had the better of possession 
and even created their fair share of chances 
but could not convert these into goals.

Both goals came from pre-season signing 
Diddy Hamilton as he notched his 5th and 6th 
goals of the season. His first was a trademark 
freekick on 33 minutes. Matt Oakley then set 
up Diddy for his second 10 minutes into the 
second half to give Park an outside chance to 
put pressure at the top, but more realistically 
this match will have more of a bearing at the 
bottom than the top.

Possession: 52 - 48 (52-48) 
Chances: 4 - 6 (4-3) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Ruben Benavent  Matt LeTissier

More Woe for the Wanderers

The dismal league form continued today for 
both Wanderers as they are now both rooted 
firmly to the bottom of the league. Despite 
creating their fair share of chances, Wellington 
looked toothless in attack and was soon 
punished by Egloshayles Diddy Hamilton. 

Afterwards Eggmofo wore a look of 
resignation and was heard to say “it was good 
to see how the other half lived”, as he began 
preparing for life in League 1!

Deck Rises A Little 
Too Late To Dent 
DUAO 

Down Under And Out 1
The Rising Deck  2

Rising Deck put there recent run of bad form 
behind them and managed an admirable 
2-1 away win at Down Under And Out and 
seriously dent their Premiership hopes.

The visitors got off to a cracking early start 
with Donovan Rowling rising highest to head 
home David Blaines cross. A lead they took 
to the break as they restricted DUAO to not 
having a single chance on goal.

The lead only lasted 3 minutes into the second 
half when Errol Stephens long-range effort 
equalised for the title hopefuls. With both 
sides looking for the winner it was The Deck 
that snatched the points. Twelve minutes 
from time and Marc Spelmann headed hom to 
shock the home side. This result will do little 
for Decks title hopes but will be a result Rob 
Couch will be celebrating as good as a Red 
Machine win.

Possession: 56 - 44 (62-38) 
Chances: 2 - 5 (0-3) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Daniel Kibble  Ally Kazam 

League Decider

A clearly dissapointed DUAO Manger was on 
hand for a few harsh words after his teams 
2-1 defeat at home by the Rising Deck.
“My lads had their worst game of the season 
today and deserved to lose. We’ve had a good 

run, but our challenge for the 
title has coime crashing to a 
stop and the Machine is now 
untouchable at the top of the 
table. On the day, the Deck clearly wanted the 
win more than we did.
As we are now guaranteed our spot in top 
flight football next season, I will be now 
focusing my attention on restructuring the 
team for next season.
 

Dastardlys’ A Dick 
From The Spot 

The Dark Destroyers 1
The Perrymen  2

The Perrymen eased their own relegation 
worries with a 2-1 victory over Dark 
Destroyers in the 90th minute to leapfrog over 
them.

The visitors opened the scoring after 11 
minutes when Rufus Lawrence headed in 
a cross from Daniel O’Connor. In a first half 
dominated by the home side in possession 
they were rewarded for their pressure when 
awarded a penalty. But, unfortunately for the 
home side Dick Dastardly could not convert 
the spot kick. Anne Robinson did, however, 
manage to score an equaliser 7 minutes after 
that when put through by Ka Ka.

In a more even second half the match was 
heading for a draw when up popped top-
scorer Gary Lineker. He got his 6th of the 
season and grabbed all 3 points for the 
Perrymen right on the final whistle when he 
headed home a Patricio Salvador cross.

Possession: 58 - 42 (68-32) 
Chances: 4 - 6 (2-3) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Vinnie Jones  Rufus Lawrence 

Perry Men On a High

McFletch was delighted to get another 
rare away win, this time against The Dark 
Destoyers, ‘This was a result we needed. With 
both the Wanderers visiting the Lane in the 
next two league games we have real chance 
to guarantee top flight football again next 
season.’ The Perry Men now look forward to 
a friendly against Super Blues where some of 
the young players will have a chance to prove 
themselves.

LS Premiership reports and reaction

Soccer Babe
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LS Division 1 reports and reaction

Temple Town  3
FC Wazzy  2

Temple Town forced their way back into the 
promotion spot in this tops-turvy game at The 
Birchfield.

Ben Burgess started the entertainment as 
early as the first minute when he was put 
through by Rowley McCafferty. Just three 
minutes later FC Wazzy were on level terms 
when Hayden Bubbs freekick beat Luke 
Sterland in an explosive first five minutes.

Less than ten minutes later and the visitors 
took the lead. Rodrigo Lamego fed Filimon 
Timiescu to silence the home faithful. Just as 
Town before them, Wazzys lead was short-
lived. Rowley McCafferty turned from provider 
to goalscorer to equalise on twenty minutes to 
put the sides in all level at half-time.

It took top-scorer McCafferty to settle matters 
in the first ten minutes of the second half. He 
was put through by Ferdinand Tepper to score 
his 6th of the season, but more importantly the 
winner for Temple Town who join their visitors, 
back in the promotion hotspot.

FC Wazzy were rocked further in the second 
half, when top midfield wizard Terrance 
Crooks was taken off and will be out for three 
and a half weeks.

Possession: 51 - 49 (61-39) 
Chances: 4 - 4 (3-3) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Rowley McCafferty  Benedict Bayley 

We must keep pressing on...

... Said thr Gardener’s boss after he saw his 
team’s defeat to TT. “We were the away side 
and we gave a very good account of ourselves 

in what was an exciting and 
lose match. Credit where 
it’s due. We were pressing 
for the third goal when we 
were caught on the break. In hindsight, with 
the ‘Raiders also losing, we were pressing too 
hard as our lead at the top is now down to just 
1 point. Nonetheless, we play positive football 
and look to defend by scoring”

Next up the Wazzy is the second leg of their 
cup match against the Wanderers. “They gave 
us a tight game in the first leg, but we were 
able to keep the crucial clean sheet and with 
my team’s ability to score, I am confident of 
progressing to the next round”

Super Blues Make 
It Two In A Row

Down By The Trent 0
Super Blues  2

Now unbeaten in 4 games, winning the last 
two, Super Blues are finding a bit of form 
which will certainly hold them in good stead 
for the remainder of this season, and the 
coming season.

In a first half just edged on possession by 
Down By The Trent it was the SuperBlues 
who created the better of the chances. Thom 
Yorke opened the scoring for the visitors with 
a stunning 38 minute long range effort.

Trent could offer little more after the break but 
the match was far from ‘in-the’bag until as late 
as the last minute when Ossie Ardiles crossed 
for Blues top-scorer Pablo Counago to head 
home his sixth of the season.

Possession: 47 - 53 (52-48) 
Chances: 2 - 5 (0-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Zacharias Barkworth  Ossie Ardiles

Ole Ole Oleole Pablo 
Pablo!!!!

Pablo fires in another goal to help the Blue 
Boys to another win. At last the goals are 
going in. This was a must win game against 
the Trent and TB was reliveed to see a sound 
performance and the second win of the 
season.

‘We went all out for the win putting out three 
up front and it paid off. The defence held firm 
and Ossie is now showing the form that the 

Town back 
on course

Rowley McCafferty 
celebrates the winner 
to put Temple Town 
back in the race.
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blues hoped this experienced guy would give 
the team.

Some tough games are now ahead but 
hopefully the Super Blues can maintain the 
current winning streak.

Hounds Still In The 
Chase
 

Hell Hounds  2
Irish Raiders  1

After having his first taste of league defeat 
last week Alan Garrihy was keen not to let 
the Irish bubble burst, but a trip to the Den 
against old rival Matt Rose was the last thing 
he needed.

In an extremely close first half it took the full 
45 minutes for the deadlock wo be broken. 
The Raiders’ Kit Munroe found space in the 
box following a corner to put the visitors 1-0 
up at the break.

The Hounds responded well in the second 
half creating the better of the chances and got 
their reward on the hour when Bill Westcrofts 
direct free-kick levelled matters.

When it seemed like this close contest was 
heading for a draw Teo Stollman managed to 
thread the ball through to Txanton Gutierrez 
for a vital winner just two minutes from time.

The result pushes Irish Raiders out of the top 
two and gives Matts Hell  Hounds just the 
merest hint of making a late run for promotion.

Possession: 47 - 53 (47-53) 
Chances: 6 - 3 (3-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Patrick Koob  Simon Francis

Ealing 
Beat Essex 
To Leave Trent 
Rooted

Sexual Ealing FC  1
Essex Wanderers 0

Sexual Ealing FC managed a solitary but 
crucial goal against the inconcistent Essex 
Wanderers to create a six point gap at the 
bottom of division one.

Essex had the majority of the possession but 
could not muster enough chances. Ealing did 
and the all important chance fell to Eddie Van 
Halen 22 minutes from time.
 
Possession: 40 - 60 (42-58) 
Chances: 5 - 6 (3-4) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Dave Grohl  Andre Spijkers 
 

LS Division 1 reports and reaction
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In The Press This Week

Tricky Tie
Irish Raiders go to Hell Hounds 
tomorrow in what looks to be a 
tricky tie for them.

“Well the Hounds are unbeaten at home this 
season in the league so this is going to be a 
tough one for us and after our loss last week 
we cannot afford to slip up again or our grasp 
on the promotional spot could disappear. 
The lads are ready but are not as fresh as I 
would have hoped after our Cup game at the 
wekend. I am hoping they make it through 
this game ok and we get something from the 
game and I can then rest some players for the 
second leg of the Cup at the weekend”

Temple Town
We caught up with the TT 
manager today and quizzed him 
about his performance.
TT manager ‘ Well both the most 
vocal managers in the leagues are having a 
nightmare, maybe this is a league admin fix?? 
Rising has had a nightmare season after their 
fantastic season last year, TT have had an 
awful three weeks, drawn against DUAO twice 
now in two years in the cup. You put it together 
League Admin don’t like vocal managers and 
press teams. Both myself and Rising are under 
extreme pressure and will be lucky to maintain 
our positions if this carries on the way it has.’

‘Our home game again Wazzy tomorrow, 
and league admin are already tipping their 
victory??!!’

‘If we continue in this rich vain of shit, I expect 
to lose my job within four weeks. We will talk 
again after tomorrow, but needless to say 
a formal complaint against league admin is 
being collected together.’

TT And Rising 
Deck Form
Karma.

TT and Rising 
Deck Form
Karma??? 

Karma Sutra!

LEAGUE ADMIN offering sexual positions 
now??

Now Is The Time
Next weekend will probably 
be the most crucial in the 
Premiership this season as the 
top four sides play each other.

“Admittedly Red Machine are 4 points clear but 
they have DUAO and ourselves to play away 
from home so, although they are favourites, 
it is far from over” said Egloshayle manager 
Mitchell following his sides 2-0 away win at 
Wellington Wanderers.

“I can assure our fans that unlike DUAO 
manager Wookie, we have NOT given up. 
Until it is mathematically impossible we will 
keep trying to win every game. I am either 
astounded at Wookies defeated attitutde 
(especially given the Red Machines remaining 
fixtures) or he is playing mind games, maybe 
its my attitude that has brought 3 pieces of 
silverware to Egloshayle Park in 3 seasons 
and DUAO are yet to have achieved anything, 
it seperates winners from losers” concluded 
Mitchell.

Club Fearful Of 
Cup Exit
Following the sale of club 
stalwart Peter Shilton to enable 
the promising youngster Hugh 
Palin (soon to have a name-
change), Egloshayle Park fear an early exit 
from the cup is on the cards as there is a 
real need to give match experience to the 
youngsters ahead of Sundays cup clash in 
which Park need to overturn a 2-0 reverse.

The club has made six changes to the side 
that beat Wellington Wanderers 2-0 yesterday 
and has an average age of 23. “These are 
huge, but necessary risks if the club is to 
progress to league success in seasons to 
come” said a club spokesman.

Kick in the 
Radiohead
After there defeat to puper 
blues aided by a goal from their 
Thom Yorke manager Jory was 
certainly in no mood for listening 

to Radiohead the Paranoid 
Android manager adding 
“maybe we should have 
used Fake Plastic Trees for goalposts, maybe 
I need to Creep to my players more to get 
them to perform better, perhaps we’ll sign a 
Subterranean Homesick Alien or some Weird 
Fishes to strengthen our team and there will 
be No Surprises if we lose to Egghead Park 
tomorrow.”

PS - if you are lost change your music 
taste!!!!!!!!

Tremendous 
Thursday
Forget Grand Slam Super 
Sunday with a rival broadcaster. 
Next week LS has Tremendous 
Thursday! With the top four all 
playing each other.

After a 2-0 home win for Red Machine FC 
over local rivals Westcuntry Wanderers, the 
Machine saw themselves move four points 
clear at the top of the table. With a crucial 
fixture against DUAO up next. Manager Rob 
Couch was clearly in bouyant mood.

“The title race is by no means a done deal, 
even though we are currently in a great 
position. It seems that other managers are 
clearly up for the fight until the end, and some 
are already planning for next season and 
conceding the title at such an early stage - this 
has to be a classic show of mind games”.

“We will be fully prepared for next Thursday’s 
fixture and have the advantage of not having 
the distraction of a cup fixture this weekend. 
This will allow us more time on the training 
ground, and have no risk of injuries or 
suspensions.”

“I also welcome back from injury my influential 
midfielder playmaker Inácio Sanches. 
Whenever Inácio graces the football pitch he 
makes the team tick.”

At the press conference, Couch took the 
opportunity to unveil new signing, goalkeeper 
Alírio Conde.
“At 19 years of age he is one for the future, but 
has all the attributes the ‘perfect’ goalkeeper 
needs. Any manager who has a somebody 
between the sticks with the following skills 
will love to have them in their squad: stands 
in the right place, great in the air, good at 
stopping breakaways and has great reflexes. I 
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In The Press This Week

am purring just watching him in training at the 
moment.”

Training Thursday
“That’s how we see Thursdays 
from here till the end of the 
season” Retorted DUAO Manger 
wookie at accusations he was 
playing mind games with table toppers the 
unstoppable sex machine. “With all this talk of 
mind games...you’d think I was Derren Brown. 
We’re just being realistic about our chances 
of catching the Machine and weighing this up 
with our limited funds and the need to replace 
an aging team.

I’ve started the ball rolling by this week by 
showing the door to another aging defender 
Mark Raymond and I won’t be stopping there. 
Sam Aston is currently only hanging on by 
his fingernails due to the SuperBlues being 
strapped for cash; he’s next on the list and 
will be joined shortly by club captain Simon 

Stevens and fellow old midfield maestro 
Quentin Rothwell. 

As for new blood, I’d like to welcome from our 
youth team striker Wayne Manger, who will be 
getting match experience this season. This is 
the kind of quality youth I’m looking to bring in.

Next season will be a real test for us, which is 
why it’s vital we make as many of the changes 
as we can this season. I ask for patience from 
our supporters as we work through these 
difficult times.”

Irish no longer 
smiling
With 2 defeats in a week 1 in 
the league and 1 in the cup 
the atmosphere around The 
Emerald Isle stadium was one of 
frustration and anger for the fans of the Irish 
side.

“I have tried to keep this 
from happening since we 
went on our good run. I fielded a week side 
yesterday for the cup game and the lads did 
what I asked. Dont concede 5 goals and we 
are through to the semi-final. We were never 
going to get to top of the league and stay 
there unbeaten until the end of the season. 
Realistically I think we are having a fabulous 
season to date. We are now into the semi-
final of the cup and well within a chance of 
promotion to the top flight”

Radioheads Gutter
Having peaked on Sunday at 
Radioheads musical gutter of Let 
Down its time to move on. Things 
Can Only Get Better and The 
Only Way Is Up are on the agenda as perhaps 
we can make headway to that Paradise City. 
Furthermore I’ve got a brand new combine 
harvester to ensure we reap what we sow.

The League Supreme Cup

Egloshayle Boss, for the second match in a 
row, singled out new signing Diddy Hamilton 
as a saviour yesterday, but also heaped much 
praise on his squad of 18.

“I feared the worse yesterday, but I should 
have known better, the squad is on a roll now 
and picking eleven is a real headache. Diddy 
Hamilton yet again made a huge difference, 
a difference we were missing last season. 
His hat-trick ensured a tough semi-final 
against Irish Raiders. Two free-kicks and a 
penalty against an over-fussy ref was all he 
needed. He surely is the Ronaldo of the LS 
Premiership.” gloated Mitchell.

“Next up is away at the champions Rising 
Deck. We must continue our recent 
resurgence, and nothing less that 3 points is 
what we will be going for at The Orpheum. 
They will certainly be boyant, after their 3 
points at the dissapointingly defeated ‘Down 
Under And Given Up’.

Elsewhere . . .

Wellington Wanderers managed to dispose 
of FC Wazzy. Having drawing their opener 
0-0 Wellington went on to win 2-1 to set up a 
semi-final draw with Down Under And Given 
Up after the Premiership title bottlers went 
through on the away goals rule in a stunning 
six goal thriller at the Theatre Of Doom. After 

drawing the 1st leg 1-1 DUAGU managed 3 
goals to put Wookies side through.

In the remaining quarter-final Irish Raiders 
went through, having lost 2-0 on the day their 
huge 1st leg 5-0 victory won them this tie 
and set up a semi-final against Egloshayle 
Park FC and are the only Division One side 
remaining

The LS Cup - Quarter-Final Results

Down by the Trent  2 - 0 (0 - 0) Egloshayle Park FC
Egloshayle Park FC  3 - 0 (2 - 0) Down by the Trent
FC Wazzy  0 - 0 (0 - 0) Wellington Wanderers
Wellington Wanderers 2 - 1 (0 - 0) FC Wazzy
Irish Raiders  5 - 0 (2 - 0) The Rising Deck
The Rising Deck  2 - 0 (2 - 0) Irish Raiders
Down Under And Out 1 - 1 (1 - 0) The Dark Destroyers
The Dark Destroyers 3 - 3 (1 - 0) Down Under And Out

The LS Cup - Semi-Final Draw

Egloshayle Park FC  - Irish Raiders
Irish Raiders  - Egloshayle Park FC
Down Under And Out - Wellington Wanderers
Wellington Wanderers - Down Under And Out

Ronaldo is dead, long live Diddy
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Name: Rob Couch aka Couchy

Age: 29

Football Management Experience: Have been 
at the helm of my beloved Red Machine FC 
since May 2008. Previous to that, reading the 

sport pages of The Sun and Daily Sport.

Homelife: Live in the tranquil county of Cornwall, enjoying a pint of cider 
and a pasty at weekends – all in moderation though.

How have you found managing your team in XPert11 has it been easier/
harder than expected?
We are regarded as one of the TOP FOUR, this status has all been 
down to hard work on the training ground.

How have you found XPert11 overall?
It is the bee’s knee’s. Thursday’s have not been the same since Xpert11 
has entered my life.

Have you told any of your friends/family? No comment.

Is winning games or being entertaining more important to you?
Winning, whilst being entertaining on the pitch is important.

Tell us a bit about your XPert11 Team. Are you satisfied with how you 
are playing? Your position in the league etc?
We are currently in a very strong position in the league, and are a real 
threat to take the title this season. I am most proud of turning our home 
ground – the Red Cauldron, into a fortress. We have only lost one home 
game in three and a half seasons.

What is your secret to great team building?
Good foundations.

Would you say you are ‘tactically great’ at X11 or does your team 
depend a little on luck?
A “tactical genius” – but a little bit of luck always helps.

Do you see yourself playing XPert11 long into the future?
I am in this for the long term and intend to build a great footballing club 
that will have leg-end-ary status.

Who are you, when you aren’t a manager on XPert11?
I have a part time job working for the local Cornish Water Company 
– and no, its not bottling tap water and selling it.

What would you like to see added to the game most?
An end of season Awards Ceremony.

What is your short-term/long-term plans in this league?
I would like to be the first manager to win the LS Premiership twice, 
hopefully achieving that this season. To build a squad that will be 
competing for the title every season.

Who is the best player in your team and who is one of your ‘characters’ 
in the dressing room?
Neal Stamford is my best player, a consistent performer week in, week 
out. Who currently holds the record for the Most Valuable Player in X11:
s League Supreme. The character in the dressing room is Hemming 
Lassen-Kahlke, because of the number of characters in his name (see 
what I’ve done there).

Who in your team should we watch out for in the future?
Neal Stamford. He is the next Paulo Maldini.

If you could have any real-life player playing at the moment, who would 
compliment your team the most?
A little known striker called Fernando Torres. To convert the many 
chances we create in front of goal. We have too many draws for my 
liking.

Which managers do you feel are your closest rivals?
In the past three seasons, I would say it has to be manager of Egg-loss-
his-way-le Park FC, Craig Mitchell, and the Riding Cock manager, Iain 
Mitchell. However, with the emergence of Down-U-A-gO, I can see a 
close rivalry evolving.

Who is your tip for the title?
Apart from myself, DUAO and The Rising Deck.

Manager In The Spotlight

Rob Couch - Age 30 - The Red Machine

We have only lost one 
home game in three 
and a half seasons.

Rob Couch is, statistically the most successful manager in League Supreme history. His team are at the 
top of the Premiership and if his side wins or draws tomorrow then who will bet against them this season. 
If he does win the title he will be the only manager to have won the league twice.

Couch is always on the wrong end of training ground pranks. 
Neil Stamford put pegs on his ears. He didnt even realise !!!
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LS Division One Stats

Week 9 Results
Red Machine FC 2 - 0 (1 - 0) WestcountryWanderers
Wellington Wanderers 0 - 2 (0 - 1) Egloshayle Park FC
Down Under And Out 1 - 2 (0 - 1) The Rising Deck
The Dark Destroyers 1 - 2 (1 - 1) The Perry Men

Xpert 11
Paul Rowe - Egloshayle Park FC
Andy Blackmoor - Down Under And Out
Gaspar Aguado - WestcountryWand...
Matt LeTissier - Egloshayle Park FC
Theo Walcott - Egloshayle Park FC
Horace Logan - Red Machine FC
S Di Cintio - Red Machine FC
Daniel Kibble - Down Under And Out
Adam Lang - Red Machine FC
Neil Richards - Egloshayle Park FC
K Banshee Hewitt (C) - Egloshayle Park FC
   
Manager - Magicmitch The Rising Deck 
    
Top Scorers
1 Diddy Hamilton MF Egloshayle Park FC 6
 Gary Lineker F The Perry Men 6
3 Ben Windsor F Down Under And Out 5
4 Paul Rowe F Egloshayle Park FC 4
5 Anders Svensson MF Egloshayle Park FC 3
 Andy Blackmoor F Down Under And Out 3
 David Blaine F The Rising Deck 3
 James Hitman Heywood F WestcountryWanderers 3
 Benny Great MF Red Machine FC 3
 Errol Stephens F Down Under And Out 3

Week 10 Fixtures
The Rising Deck - Egloshayle Park FC
The Perry Men - WestcountryWanderers
Wellington Wanderers - The Dark Destroyers
Red Machine FC - Down Under And Out

One To Watch:
Red Machine FC - Down Under And Out

Down Under And Out have stated that this is a ‘meaningless’ game 
and that they are building for next season. It is either mind games 
or the manager is cowardly and covering his back anticiapting a 
defeat. Being a mere 4 points behind and having to play the leaders 
in a ‘meaningless’ game is either extremely dense, cowardly or he is 
planning something. The footballing world hope its the latter.
LS Prediction: Red Machine will win the title this week.

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
Red Machine FC 9 7 1 1 9 22
Down Under And Out 9 6 0 3 8 18
Egloshayle Park FC 9 5 1 3 8 16
The Rising Deck 9 4 1 4 -2 13
The Perry Men 9 4 0 5 -4 12
The Dark Destroyers 9 3 2 4 -6 11
WestcountryWanderers 9 1 3 5 -5 6
Wellington Wanderers 9 2 0 7 -8 6

Week 9 Results
Down by the Trent 0 - 2 (0 - 1) Super Blues
Hell Hounds 2 - 1 (0 - 1) Irish Raiders
Temple Town 3 - 2 (2 - 2) FC Wazzy
Sexual Ealing FC 1 - 0 (0 - 0) Essex Wanderers

Xpert 11
R Blackburn - FC Wazzy
Kit Munroe - Irish Raiders
R McCafferty (C) - Temple Town
Z Barkworth - Down by the Trent
Bill Westcroft - Hell Hounds
Dave Grohl - Sexual Ealing FC
Agron Behari - Hell Hounds
Hayden Bubb - FC Wazzy
Benedict Bayley - FC Wazzy
Hank Whitbread - Temple Town
B John Dickinson - Sexual Ealing FC
   
Manager - Tractorboy78 Super Blues 
           
 Top Scorers
1 Rowley McCafferty MF Temple Town 6
 Pablo Counago F Super Blues 6
3 Franklin Leaver MF Temple Town 5
 Morris Swan F Essex Wanderers 5
5 Kit Munroe F Irish Raiders 4
 Eddie van Halen MF Sexual Ealing FC 4
 Jonatan McGibbon F Hell Hounds 4
 Filimon Timisescu F FC Wazzy 4
 Paul Corrigan F Sexual Ealing FC 4
 Harold Sully MF Essex Wanderers 4
 Txanton Gutiérrez F Hell Hounds 4

Week 10 Fixtures
Irish Raiders - Super Blues
Down by the Trent - Temple Town
Sexual Ealing FC - Hell Hounds
FC Wazzy - Essex Wanderers

One To Watch:
Irish Raiders - Super Blues

Temple Town and Wazzy both have bottom half opposition and having 
just slipped out of the promotion place Irish Raiders will be keen not to 
lose too much ground. Super Blues are enjoying a bit of form and will be 
no pushovers.

LS Prediction: Raiders to keep their promotion hopes alive.

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
FC Wazzy 9 6 1 2 10 19
Temple Town 9 6 0 3 8 18
Irish Raiders 9 5 1 3 0 16
Hell Hounds 9 4 1 4 1 13
Essex Wanderers 9 3 3 3 0 12
Super Blues 9 2 4 3 -2 10
Sexual Ealing FC 9 3 1 5 -6 10
Down by the Trent 9 1 1 7 -11 4

LS Premiership Stats


